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Overview
Our Mission
Shekou International School provides a rigorous education in a caring community and inspires our
students to become principled, innovative contributors in a transforming world.

Our Beliefs
We believe that…
1. A foundation in knowledge and skills is essential for continual learning, personal development
and sound decision-making
2. Integrity, humility, and respect are fundamental to successful relationships
3. Learning to set goals and priorities is essential to the development of perseverance, critical
thinking and confidence in students as well as staff
4. Successful learning is fostered by an active, supportive partnership and consistent
expectations within the child’s school and home learning environments
5. Active involvement in service learning and recognition of cultural diversity is critical in
developing responsible, compassionate youth who can adjust to life in an ever-changing world
6. Technology is a conduit through which students learn, create, collaborate and share

Our ESLRs (Expected Student Learning Results)
SIS Learners are nurtured to become:
Communicators who...
• Listen, read, write, and speak effectively
• Express needs, knowledge, desires, and opinions
appropriately
• Initiate reflective and meaningful conversations
Independent Learners who...
• Exhibit confidence, initiative, and personal management
• Apply appropriate strategies for producing and retaining
information
• Develop habits that maintain responsibility along with mental
and physical health
Collaborators who...
• Foster positive relationships in diverse settings
• Establish and accomplish goals within groups
• Ask questions for clarification and understanding
Complex Thinkers who...
• Evaluate the significance of diverse concepts
• Analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information
• Engage in a reflective process for continual improvement
Global Citizens who...
• Contribute to their immediate and extended communities
• Promote an ethos of care and empathy
• Model compassion for fellow human beings

Curriculum Overview
SIS offers a curriculum based on current practices and trends in the United States
with adjustments to meet the unique situation of students overseas. Literacy, math,
science, and social studies are taught within a homeroom setting, and students go to
specialist teachers for instruction in art, music, physical education, and foreign
language. Media literacy skills are embedded throughout all classes.
We have carefully selected standards and benchmarks which form the backbone of
our curriculum. Standards are designed to encourage the highest achievement for
every student, by defining the knowledge, concepts, and skills that students should
acquire at each grade level. A primary goal of curriculum in all classes is to develop
student understanding and application of our Expected Student Learning Results
(ESLRs).

Elementary Curriculum Programs
Literacy
The elementary school literacy curriculum is driven by the English Language Arts standards from
CCSS. To meet these standards, we implement the Columbia Teacher’s College Reading and
Writing workshop model from kindergarten to grade 5. The mission of the Teachers College
Reading and Writing workshop model is to help students become avid and skilled readers, writers,
and inquirers. The program uses mini-lessons, book clubs, teacher-student conferences, ‘just right’
books and narrative, informational and persuasive writing to develop literacy-rich learning
experiences for all students.

Math
The elementary school math curriculum is driven by the Mathematics standards from CCSS. We
use a research-based, hands-on approach which promotes reasoning, problem solving, and a
conceptual understanding of mathematics. Teachers use a variety of enrichment resources and
activities to meet the needs of all students in the classroom.

Science
The elementary school science curriculum is driven by FOSS standards that are based on
California State Standards. We provide students with opportunities to investigate core ideas in
science in increasingly complex ways over time, using an inquiry-based approach that includes an
emphasis on hands-on learning, active investigation, and the application of literacy skills. The
primary goal is to help students know and use scientific explanations of the natural world and the
designed world. FOSS (Full Option Science System) is a primary resource used to deliver the
curriculum.

Social Studies
The elementary school is adopting the Social Studies standards from AERO. Our social studies
program develops critical thinking and problem solving skills that empowers our students as
citizens. It also emphasizes a global perspective by examining issues through many viewpoints.
The curriculum includes the themes of history, geography, culture, government, identity, and
economics.

Grade Level Overview
More detailed, grade level information is available to the parents of enrolled students on the parent
portal.

Foreign Language
Chinese
Elementary students begin studying Chinese in kindergarten and attend lessons for 7 out of 8
days. In grades 1-5 students are placed in Language A, Heritage, or CAL classes based on
previous Chinese experience, a formal placement assessment, and classroom observations.

• A Language A student is a near-native Chinese speaker who has Chinese as his/her first

•

•

language and has full oral fluency and age appropriate reading and writing skills in Chinese.
The primary focus of this class is the development of all literacy skills. Language A is driven
by the Language Arts standards from CCSS.
A Heritage student has strong levels of conversational Chinese language but lower
proficiency in reading and writing skills. The primary focus of this class is to develop reading
and writing skills and strengthen speaking and listening within academic language. Heritage
classes are driven by the Language standards from WIDA and ACTFL.
A CAL student is learning Chinese as an Additional Language and has beginning to
intermediate Chinese oral fluency skills. The major focus in CAL classes is on developing the
student’s listening and speaking skills. Some basic reading and writing skills are also
included. CAL classes are driven by the Language standards from ACTFL.

All three classes have a comprehensive Chinese program that develops and enhances Mandarin
speaking, reading and writing skills. The Language A and Heritage classes use Shuangshuang
textbooks. Students also learn about Chinese customs and traditions and develop an appreciation
for our rich local culture.
German
SIS offers a German language and literacy class to children who have German as their “native or
mother tongue” and desire to maintain and improve their native language. The goal of the class is
to increase students’ German language and literacy so that they will maintain their familiarity with
the language for eventual repatriation to Germany and entrance into German schools.
For kindergarten through grade 5 the class occurs during the regular academic day schedule and
replaces the regular grade level Chinese class. One lesson in Chinese language and culture is
offered once a week for all K-5 students within the German Heritage Program.

Art
Our elementary school art program at SIS is passionate about inspiring students to create and
innovate in every area of their lives. Our program teaches that art is not a talent you are born with
but a skill you acquire through hard work and diligent practice.
In the art program, we explore elements and principles of design, compositional rules, art history,
current art trends, creativity & problem solving exercises, and a wide variety of materials and
techniques. Our art techniques vary from drawing with graphite to painting with water-colour to
printing jewellery designs on our 3D printer.
The ES Art curriculum is driven by the US National and South Carolina Visual Arts Standards.
All practices are guided and aligned through:
• Visual Art Standards
• Elements and Principles
• Compositional Rules
• Design Thinking
• Proper Techniques

Music

The SIS Music department offers a comprehensive education in music from kindergarten through
grade 5. We believe music is essential to the development of the whole child and involvement in
music is a catalyst for skill development in all areas of their learning. Participating in music
promotes self-expression, communication, intrinsic worth, and emotional exploration through
individual and collaborative approaches.
Music literacy is the foundation of music learning at SIS. Students learn literacy skills through
singing, playing instruments, composing, analyzing and performing. Our elementary students
perform one concert each year and have the opportunity to participate in after school choirs,
musicals, and local choral festivals.
The ES Music curriculum is driven by the South Carolina Visual and Performing Arts Standards.
Through their music classes, elementary students at SIS will develop:
• healthy singing habits, singing developmentally appropriate literature, and music from a variety
of cultures and genres.
• instrument skills on classroom instruments, both melodic and rhythmic, in order to demonstrate
steady beat, rhythm, and the ability to read music.
• composition and improvisation skills to demonstrate the creative process of music.
• skills to read and notate music through various classroom activities.
• the ability to respond to music through evaluation and analyzation of music and performances.
• an understanding of how music is connected to their world at school and at home, and how
music can be a part of life forever.

Physical Education
At Shekou International School we aim to create an enjoyment and interest in being physically
active, while developing an individual’s potential and an awareness of a healthy lifestyle.
Physical Education (PE) has an extremely important role to play in various aspects of a child’s
development: physical, social, personal and emotional.
The SIS PE curriculum is driven by the California Curriculum Standards.
The PE curriculum consists of a wide range of units in the following areas:
- Soccer, Basketball, Floor Hockey
1. Invasion games
- Softball, Cricket
2. Striking and fielding games
- Dance and Gymnastics
3. Creative movement
- Circuit training exercises
4. Health related fitness
- Tennis & Badminton
5. Racket skills
- Swimming strokes and lifesaving skills
6. Aquatics
- Running, jumping and throwing events
7. Track and field athletics
The aims of the PE program at the SIS are to enable the students to:
• Develop the motor skills necessary to participate successfully in a variety of sports and
activities.
• Experience enjoyment and satisfaction through physical activity.
• Perform creative movement patterns, through a variety of dance and gymnastics activities.
• Develop social skills through team games and co-operation activities.
• Demonstrate personal engagement, initiative and commitment to learning new skills.
• Develop a good knowledge and understanding about a variety of physical activities.

• Evaluate their own and other students practical performances.
• Understand the value of being physically active and its relationship to a healthy lifestyle.

English as an Additional Language (EAL)
The Sheltered Immersion Program
We believe that EAL (English as an Additional Language) students are an integral part of SIS;
therefore, the primary goal of the EAL program is to ensure their access to the grade level
curriculum alongside their English language development. The EAL Program at SIS supports
English Language Learners’ language development using the Sheltered Immersion Model.
Research shows that the Sheltered Immersion Model is the most effective for successful language
acquisition. Because language learning occurs through active engagement in school activities and
social interactions, student needs are best met in the language-rich homeroom classes. Students
are not pulled out for separate EAL classes.
Structure of Sheltered Immersion Model
At SIS, EAL teachers collaborate closely with classroom teachers to address student needs,
curriculum, and instructional strategies. EAL students receive direct and indirect language and
content support. Examples of direct support include:
• In class support
• Small groups within the students’ homeroom class
• One-on-one within the students’ homeroom class
• Co-teaching between EAL and classroom teachers
Model of Delivery
Kindergarten is a full immersion program. Students’ language learning needs are met by
classroom teachers, and no time is scheduled with the EAL teacher. The EAL teacher will monitor
and/or test kindergarten students’ language proficiency in Trimester 3 in preparation for Grade 1.
Grades 1 to 5 is a sheltered immersion program. Students participate in the mainstream
curriculum and receive targeted language support from their grade level EAL teacher and
classroom teacher. Students are not withdrawn from their homeroom classes for English
instruction.

Additional Programs
After School Activities
In the pursuit of creating balanced lifestyles, SIS provides opportunities for students to participate
in a range of co-curricular activities. The school believes that competitive & recreational sports,
cultural and performing arts, and community service & leadership opportunities, are an integral
part of the development of our students.
The after school activity program at the elementary school aims to provide all students with
opportunities to develop existing skills, cultivate new areas of interest, and to grow physically,
socially and cognitively. We seek to offer a broad range of athletics and activities over the course
of the school year, in an effort to cater to the varied interests of our diverse student population.
Elementary ASAs run every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday from 3:10pm to 4:00pm.

Library
The SIS Elementary Library serves elementary students, teachers, and our SIS community in a
variety of ways. The SIS Elementary Library provides books, access to online resources and
other materials (both physically and on-line) to support the curricular needs and learning of our

students and teachers. SIS is continuously sourcing, updating and maintaining physical and online materials and resources to meet the needs of an ever-changing group of learners.
Students visit the library space with their classes (and on their own after school hours with
parents) to seek information and enrich their reading development. A primary focus of the library
includes striving to serve our patrons in their reading lives, and promoting inquiry.
The librarian supports students and teachers in the area of information literacy and research, as
well as, other areas of the curriculum. This work happens in classroom settings and collaborative
work with teachers. The librarian helps meet the needs of our learners through teaching and
collaboration in order to help create and develop learning experiences and environments which
support learners in: acquiring knowledge, building skills and strategies, thinking, inquiring,
creating, and being able to understand and transfer concepts.

Technology
Learning innovation is about sparking creativity and providing students with personalized,
authentic and challenging experiences. Shekou International School (SIS) has become
internationally recognised for its contemporary practice and has been awarded both Apple
Distinguished School status and the "School of the Year" award from the 21st Century Learning
Institute.
When combined with effective teaching and learning, technology has the ability to transform how
students connect, collaborate and create. All campuses at SIS have high speed wireless internet
access and a variety of physical and virtual learning spaces. Students up to grade 3 have access
to shared devices in their classrooms while students from grade 4 onwards participate in 1:1
learning programs.
At SIS, we believe in developing safe and responsible learners who can adapt to the everchanging digital landscape. We firmly believe that both school and home play an equal role in
ensuring children have safe and positive experiences online. While on campus students are
supported through both the THINK program and SafeChat features built into our school network.
In the Appendix you can an overview of our THINK program and Responsible Use Agreement.
Please visit www.sis-shekou.org/innovation for tangible examples of learning innovation,
information on 1:1 device programs and more.
It's an exciting time to be a learner @ SIS.

French Bilingual Program
The French Bilingual Program has official homologation from the French government through the
French Ministry of National Education and is the only school in Shenzhen to receive this
accreditation for the Kindergarten through grade 5 program. The program offers the French
national curriculum and is taught by French government certified teachers. The program’s
purpose is to provide opportunities for French speaking students to maintain and further develop
competence in their native language, and to facilitate French students’ reintegration into the
French National Education System upon their return to their home country.
Students learn English as a second language through classroom instruction and attend specialist
classes such as PE, art and music, taught in English with students in the international section.
The French Bilingual Program is available for native French speaking students from pre-school to
grade 5. More detailed, grade level, information is available to the parents of enrolled students on
the parent portal.

Homework
Lower ES (K-2) Homework Philosophy
The Purpose of Homework is to:
• practice, reinforce, and apply skills and concepts taught in class
• serve as valuable information or communication between the school and the family
• foster positive attitudes, self-discipline, and responsibility towards learning
The Nature of Homework is to:
• be achievable by all students
• be developmentally appropriate
• reinforce concepts taught in class and not be new material
• be meaningful, personal and challenging
Teacher’s responsibility is to:
• provide feedback
• inform students and parents of homework procedures for each grade level
• promote homework as a valuable tool for student self-responsibility and organization
• assign homework equal to approximately 10 minutes per grade level (Grade 1x10 min=10
min, grade 2x 10 min= 20 minutes)
Student’s Responsibility for Homework is to:
• complete homework to the best of his/her ability, aiming for accurate, tidy, well organized,
and legible work
• share a book with a family member every night
The Parents’/Guardians’ Responsibility for Homework is to:
• provide a suitable study atmosphere that is quiet and well-lit
• provide assistance, encouragement, and praise
• assist children to make connections between classroom lessons and their home life

Upper ES (3-5) Homework Philosophy
The Purpose of Homework is to:
• consolidate, reinforce, and apply skills and concepts taught in class
• serve as a valuable information link between the school and the family
• foster independent study and organizational skills
• foster positive attitudes, and develop initiative, self-discipline, and responsibility towards
learning
The Nature of Homework is to:
• be significant and focused on products or performance
• be developmentally appropriate and structured to meet the unique needs of each individual
student
• be achievable by all students
• reinforce concepts taught in class and not be new material to the student
• provide another form of informal assessment to enable the teacher to tailor instruction to
individual or class needs
• be authentic, differentiated and meaningful
The Teacher’s Responsibility for Homework is to:
• communicate the expectations and purpose of the homework, and adapt it to the individual
needs and abilities of the student
• communicate to the parents the expectations and rationale of homework as well as their
role in supporting their child
• establish a routine for organizing homework and reinforce positive study habits
• coordinate with specialists concerning the amount of homework on a weekly basis, so that
specific grades will not be over the maximum range of time
• provide consistent feedback methods relating to homework, including specific checklists,
rubrics or conferencing
• assign homework equal to approximately 10 minutes per night per grade (grade 3 x 10
minutes = 30 minutes, grade 4 x 10 = 40 minutes, grade 5 x 10 = 50 minutes) allowing for
the flexibility of time needed due to effort and ability
The Student’s Responsibility for Homework is to:
• communicate with teachers about homework concerns
• record homework on a daily basis in a well-organized assignment book
• complete homework to the best of his or her ability in a timely fashion, aware of the
consequences for late work
• read for at least 20 to 30 minutes every night

Conferences and Reporting
Assessment and Report Cards
SIS believes that assessment is important feedback for students and parents. SIS
report cards are issued by trimester at the elementary school. The academic
assessments focus on attainment of the adopted standards. The standards indicate
student progress in each subject area. Students are assessed with the following
criteria relative to their progress: Exemplary, Proficient, Approaching, Beginning.
SIS also addresses learner progress toward the Expected Student Learning Results
using the following criteria: Exemplary, Proficient, Approaching, Beginning.

Conferences
Parent-teacher conferences are held three times during the school year. The first
conference, held in September, is used to set student goals for the year and check in
on student progress over the first month of school. The second conference, held in
January, is a time to review student goals, share student progress over the first half of
the school year, and discuss student needs over the remainder of the school year.
The third conference, held in May, is a student-led conference designed to give
students the opportunity to share and celebrate their learning with parents.

Schedule
The elementary school operates on an eight day cycle for scheduling. The exact
schedule for a class can be found on the homeroom teacher’s blog, but a sample is
below.

